
Inverness to Peterhead

I received an enquiry through my website asking for a quote to move Lizanna, a 28 foot Atlanta 
yacht, from Balvica to Peterhead so, not recognising Balvica, I tried to look it up on Google Earth, 
with no success. Thinking it was possibly some small, obscure boatyard in the Baltic, I emailed 
Steve asking for further information and  it turned out that he had missed the 'r' from Balvicar, 
which is on Seil Island, south of Oban.

I then talked to Steve, gave him my charge rates and told him that a delivery by sea would be 
relatively expensive as it would probably take three days to get through the Caledonian Canal, a 
distance of approximately sixty miles.

A week went past and then I received another email asking if I could do the delivery, but this time 
from Cullochy Lock, between Loch Oich and Fort Augustus, on the Caledonian Canal. I replied that 
this would not be a problem except that I could not start until the following Tuesday due to 
commitments with skippering the Cromarty Ferry.

Steve agreed and I first contacted Bill to act as crew, but unfortunately he had visitors from Canada, 
so Ginga agreed to go with me. I only needed one crew member as the plan was to day sail, with no 
night passages.

Tuesday arrived and my wife ran Ginga and I to the boat, arriving early so that we could familiarize 
ourselves before setting off. Steve had left a couple of pages of notes detailing what was in each 
locker and how everything worked, but there were some surprises. The boat had been built in the 
1970's but looked like it had been neglected for some years and in a sorry state. However, she was 
sturdily built and the engine ran well.

Setting off at 10.00am, it was midday before we had passed through the locks at Fort Augustus and 
reached the southern end of Loch Ness. It was cold, wet and miserable, a state which would 
continue for the whole trip, more or less.

Luckily, this was one of the few times I had been on Loch Ness when the wind, blowing from the 
south west, was helping us. The wind only ever blows in two directions on Loch Ness, up it or down 
it, due to the surrounding hills, and it seems that it nearly always is against,  raising short, steep 
waves, which you  crash into, for hours on end.

All the way up the loch, the weather was alternately grey cloud followed by heavy showers and 
blustery winds during which Ginga told me about an extremely large creel he had found and set 
before we had left. It was big enough, he said, to catch an alligator.

We had let out the head sail but still had the motor on, to try and speed up the crossing but I noticed 
around half way up the loch that the luff (front edge) of the sail had come out of the groove in the 
foil and was just held on at the head and the tack (bottom front). This did not present any problems 
except for a loss of power from the sail. I also had to correct the routing of the genoa sheets and the 
position of the genoa cars so that the sail set properly.

We arrived at Dochgarroch Lock at 4.30pm and had to wait ten minutes for the Jacobite Queen to 
arrive. The lock keeper told us that we would only get as far as, but not through,  Tomnahurich 
Bridge, which was where the boat spent the night. Ginga and I took the opportunity of returning to 
our homes for a more comfortable sleep than the boat offered.



The next morning, we arrived back in time for the first bridge opening at 9.15am and made it down 
the next flight of locks into Seaport Marina in an hour and a half, which was good progress, thanks 
to the helpful lock-keepers. The first thing to do on tying up at the pontoon was to take the genoa off 
and refit it correctly. Next we topped up the fuel tank, which only held five gallons, from one of the 
jerry cans then went to fill up both of them at the diesel dock. When I went to pay for the diesel, I 
was told by the lady in the office that the railway bridge would next open at 11.15am, fitting in 
nicely with our schedule.

Motoring down Muirton Basin to the Works Lock, the lock keeper, being forewarned, had already 
opened the gates and while the water level dropped, the railway bridge opened. On the reach down 
to the Clachnaharry Sea Lock, we could feel the strength in the freshening breeze. Again the gates 
were open and after paying for the three extra days the boat had spent in the canal, we locked down 
and sailed out into the Beauly Firth through some very choppy waters, caused by the funnelling 
effect of the canal entrance.

We let out the foresail, and this time it worked well, taking us under the Kessock Bridge and down 
the Inverness Firth. After rounding Chanonry Point, I raised the main sail, switched off the motor 
and was soon sailing along at seven knots. The long keel made her sail very nicely, light on the helm 
and responsive. Whilst checking the bilges, it appeared that more ballast had been added in the form 
of concrete blocks. Later, when looking in the starboard cockpit locker, I discovered the end of a 
pipe with no apparent use except to spurt sea water into the boat when we were heeled over far 
enough.

The wind was on the beam until we reached the Sutors but turning east towards Cromarty brought it 
right on the nose so we tried tacking but made very little progress. Eventually I decided to take 
down the sails and just as I was putting the ties on the main sail, the wind piped up to near gale 
force. We motored  into Cromarty Harbour to pick up a tender and luckily Bob was there, who 
offered to collect us once the boat was on the mooring.

There she sat for a whole week of appalling weather, which seemed quite the norm for this summer.

Looking at the weather through the week, I decided to complete the delivery the following Tuesday, 
even though there were still strong winds forecast, these would be coming from the north west, on 
the port quarter.

Ginga ran Bill and I out to the boat on Monday night, in his Orkney type fishing boat, and we put 
her in the harbour alongside L'Acushla, ready for an early start the next day. The following morning, 
I stepped aboard and realised that the keel was just touching the bottom of the harbour so, with the 
motor at full throttle, Ginga and I heaved on the dock lines for a good five minutes and eventually 
managed to pull her forward far enough to float.

We set off out of the harbour, just after the ferry had started its daily runs from Cromarty to Nigg, 
and headed off through the Sutors with the last hour of the ebb tide with us. The heading was almost 
due east which meant that the wind was never more than sixty degrees off our stern and it was not 
possible to use the main sail. The wind was barely strong enough, at first, to keep the genoa filled 
and the reliable, little, two cylinder Beta engine,  puttered on. All day, the wind gradually increased 
in strength and with it, the height of the waves. The passage plan was to get within an hour of 
Whitehills and then we would be close enough to Rattray Head to calculate whether it would be 
possible to go round it with a favourable tide. Unfortunately the timings were not right and it would 
have been very dangerous to attempt it with a strong north west wind blowing over a south east 
spring tide, leaving us with no alternative but to head for Whitehills.



With the harbour in sight a few miles away, we tried to roll away the genoa but it would not move. I 
went forward but the roller was out of reach on the forward end of the bowsprit. After a few 
moments thought, I clipped on my safety line, ducked underneath the pulpit rail and edged forward 
with my legs astride the bowsprit and feet placed on the lower bracing strut. The reefing line had 
come off the drum and wrapped around the casing but I saw that there was no possible way of fixing 
the tangle at sea, especially with the waves washing the soles of my deck shoes. Making my way 
back to the cockpit, I considered the possibilities. Rolling in was out of the question, as was taking 
down the sail as this would entail a prolonged period back on the bowsprit. The only sensible course 
appeared to be heading into the harbour and then releasing the sail, to let it fly, when the boat was 
behind the harbour wall. And this is what we did, with no problems, except that, expecting to find a 
berth on the pontoon in the outer harbour, it was fully occupied with three large boats, tied up in 
such a way that there was not quite enough space to tie up between them. At that moment, the 
Harbourmaster appeared on top of the wall and directed us to the inner harbour where there was a 
convenient berth, which was not too difficult to get into, within a tight, crowded marina.

Having tied up, Ginga and I managed to sort out the reefing line on the genoa then set off for the 
pub. There were three locals and ourselves in the public bar and after a while I heard someone 
behind me mention David at Inverness Marina. I turned round and said that I knew David and it 
turned out to be his brother Colin. Later, there was another one of those coincidences, when I 
discovered that the barmaid, who was the pub owner's daughter, knew about the Audacious. This 
was the fishing boat that had sunk in the North Sea approximately twenty miles away from us, when 
we were delivering Chantal to Denmark. It turned out that the pub's owner was also the owner of the 
Audacious.

After leaving, we went back to the boat, had a plate of Ginga's delicious home-made curry followed 
by a nightcap and an uncomfortable night's sleep. The next morning was bright and clear, the wind 
had died down slightly and we had enough time to visit the local shop for a paper.

We had to wait for enough tide to get out of the harbour as, having consulted the harbour master, 
there would two meters depth when the water reached the bottom of the concrete base supporting 
the outer mark. I had done the calculations to work out when the tide turned south east off Rattray 
Head and this gave us a window of six and a half hours, from 11.30am, to get to Peterhead.

Low water at Whitehills was at 8.30am and we managed to get out of the harbour at 11.00am, into a 
small swell. The wind was still in the north west and as we turned east again, about a mile out, we 
put out the genoa and made good progress. The wind and swell gradually increased and there a little 
turbulence around Kinnaird Head but as we turned further south, the tide increased and we were 
making 10 knots over the ground past Rattray lighthouse.

It did not take long to reach Peterhead and, after radioing the port control then waiting for an 
outgoing ship, we entered the marina and tied up at 4.30pm. I telephoned Steve, who said he was 
quite close by, and kindly agreed to give us a lift back, which was great because the public transport 
links from Peterhead to Inverness are not very good. 

Gwyn
4/10/12



Lizanna (in the center) on the moorings at Cromarty


